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Shoot YouR WaY to VictoRY, 
WhetheR it’S Night oR DaY!

Hit the power switch and listen to the whirring fan launch foam balls into the air. 
The real fun starts when you grab the blaster and load the darts into the barrel. 
Steady your aim, focus on your target and fire! Is your aim good enough to knock 
all of the balls out of the air? There’s only one way to find out!

        



2-in-1 Gaming 
Handles/Trigger 

Combo Pack

Game Pad w/
Battery + Fan

Odyssey Mobile 
Gaming Triggers 

(Solo)

There used to be a time when getting a full video game experience 
meant you were at home plopped on your couch in front of your 
TV. Odyssey Toys has managed to modernize the video game 
experience, making it enjoyable directly from the comfort of your 
handy mobile device. 

We’ve got a modern 2-in-1 controller, trigger set and gamepad that 
are designed to reduce latency and allow you to enjoy playing first-
person shooters in a much faster, smarter and safer way. Supports 
both iOS and Android phones.

turn your mobile device 
into a fully-functional 
video game controller. 

The Ultimate 

Mobile Gaming 

Experience!



Odyssey RC Snake

Odyssey Toys presents its latest marvel, a remote-
controlled snake that slithers and shimmies its way all over 
the room. The RC Snake comes equipped with a remote 
transmitter in the shape of a snake egg, which controls 
the snakes movements using infrared technology. Its free-
moving design creates life-like, accurate movement - you’ll 
know it’s not real, but your friends and family won’t! 

Odyssey FPV Car

Introducing the FPV ATV (the FPV stands for 
First Person View), a remote-controlled ATV 
vehicle that does much more than just dart 
around at warp speed. 

It also has a camera attached to it so it can 
record your breathtaking, remote-controlled 
adventures. All of which can be streamed 
straight to your iOS and Android device!

Diggin’ Moto
TranSFOrMinG COnSTruCTiOn rOBOT

What happens when you fuse a roaring bulldozer truck with 
a futuristic robot? You get Odyssey Toys’ latest brainchild, 
Diggin Moto! One minute you’ll be gliding this bulldozer 
truck all over different terrain in your home or backyard. 
Then with one quick push of a button, you’ll be able to 
control an imposing robot that’s ready to follow your  
every voice command.
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Odyssey 4K-Drone

Equipped with two cameras. One front 
facing camera records all the action. 
The bottom optical flow camera 
stabilizes the drone for easy flight 
operation. 

You can program your path ahead 
of time and set the drone to record, 
so you can capture all the action and 
stream your adventures live in 4k 
high-definition.

FEATURES:
- Bright LED lights
-  Two speed modes: Expert and 

Moderate.
-  Equipped with two cameras, one 

above and one below.
-  Use a smartphone to fly and control 

with Motion Sensor Mode. iOS and 
Android compatible.

-  One button Take Off, Landing, and 
Return.

- Gyroscope Calibration
-  Follow-Me and Inductive Follow 

Modes.
- Altitude Hold
- Path Plan Mode
- Image Shift Mode
- Headless Mode.

Record your most 
exciting adventures 
yet with this selfie-
taking 4K high 
definition drone.

For more information call  
(305) 933-4480 or email 
sales@odysseytoys.com


